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The avionics software beginnings 
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• First significant use of software for avionics : the 80’s
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The avionics software beginnings 
• At that time, and for some years, « software » seemed nearly synonymous 
with « bug »… :
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System/software engineering tools : a short story
• From the very beginning, we have needed tools to develop the avionics 
software at the requested dependability/productivity levels
• As there was nearly nothing available on the market place, major airframers / 
equipment suppliers in Europe developed their own solutions (make) : 
Automatic Code Generation, Process Management, Test 
automation, etc. 
• Progressive reorientation of our companies on our “specific skills” led to the 
move from “make” to “buy” : 
The internal tools are transferred to editors who industrialize them 
(SCADE, RTRT, etc.) which leads to 
– … improving them through massive investment 
– … trying to sell them on a “larger” scale … that today doesn’t actually 
exist 
• Leading to the current situation of the software tools market for dependable 
embedded systems…
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Long term availability…
One example : AIRBUS A300
• The program began in 1972 
and production stopped in 
2007
2007-1972 = 35 years...
• The support will last until 
2050
2050-1972 = 78 years !!!
On board software development for very long lifecycle 
products
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… and volatility
=> mastering, continuity, long term availability not always guaranteed…
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Distribution difficulties
=> Value for money ??? 
• Most of our software are developed with partners and sub-contractors in 
an extended enterprise mode :
Availability of development tools is not problem-free in this context :
– deployment cost, 
– number of licenses, etc. 
It may become impossible to manage when some tools integrated in
our development framework are not distributed anymore :
– Code controller commercial tool: we discovered that distribution had 
been stopped when a new sub-contractor asked for new licenses…
• And sometimes, we face unacceptable practices :
Example : tool move to a new machine, without any order change
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Many innovative tools are not distributed
• Too many tools developed by Airbus equipment suppliers, or 
innovative tools available in research labs as prototypes, are 
not largely available : 
They are essential for the developments but not easily 
endorsed by classical means due to the investment required
They are most of the time de facto “proprietary” and thus not 
easily available for deployment on a large scale 
They are too specialized and/or too costly for a profitable 
business in a very small market => no stable vendor => very 
few users => vendors crisis ,…
The result : 
stagnation (and even decline) of the offer of innovating tools 
leading to a 
stagnation of the overall productivity 
of embedded system developments
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And the contradiction increases …
• Embedded systems 
complexity increases but 
with strong request to 
decrease costs
=> we need more modelling, 
more virtualization and 
more automation, so more 
tools but less expensive 
ones
J.R. ABRIAL for EADS
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Open-Source : a solution  ?
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Open-Source …
• contributes to standardization, a need for this industry as 
for others…
 “Gerstner reportedly observed to key IBM insiders: "This is 
the only industry where competitors don't regularly agree on 
standards to enable greater value for customers." ” An Open Secret. 
The economist (0ct.22, 2005), quoted in ACM communications October 2005 
• avoids unavailability of the knowledge
• contributes to cost reduction
• restores the hope of tools sustainability (federating the 
market of tools for ERTS development tools, gathering a 
significant community of users)
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Open-Source …
• does not ease the access of our competitors to the 
technology, no more than proprietary SW (1st cost item for a 
SW vendor is marketing effort)
• may improve the common use of the tools amongst the  
stakeholders of a same domain (e.g. Airbus & its suppliers)
• stimulates creativity and innovation by easier access of 
contributions for the whole community (industry, research, 
education)
• enhances meritocracy : the best IP (Intellectual Property) 
solution becomes the Open-Source standard
• eases access to the tools for the education community
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…with other industrial partners in the ISAURE federative program
(Aerospace Valley Competitiveness cluster)
… for all these reasons, Airbus commits itself…
Open : 
–OPEES with SYSTEM@TIC and MINALOGIC
–EICOSE (with Safetrans, SYSTEM@TIC etc.)
In an extended industrial partnership :
–Trans domains synergy (Aeronautics, Space, Automotive, etc.)
–Software service companies
–Tool vendors
In partnership with the academic community (research & 
education)
To an Open-Source approach for system/software 
engineering: TOPCASED, GENE-AUTO, etc.
Non exclusive :
Others projects in ISAURE
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To conclude…
• Neither « make », nor « buy » is the right answer today to our needs 
for ERTS development tools
• We support a new software edition landscape, with three props : 
Open-Source, CSS, Commercial products
• This new landscape won’t exist without support from industrial end 
users and public incentives. It must be : 
Realistic = not “make” again, and loose illusion that “buy” may rise 
spontaneously in our domain ...
Funded = to start the virtuous circle
Organized = need for an international eco-system to :
– Define a consistent architecture to better integrate the contributions, 
– Federate contributors scattered all over the world, with editors who 
develop their tools on top of the generic components,and service
providers
– with a light structure (marketing/com.) to develop the community.
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ISAURE
• Federative program, to develop and disseminate a complete & 
consistent Engineering System set characterized by  :
Model based approach (system modelisation enables test and simulation before any coding) 
Qualified automatic code generation (when possible => test alleviation) 
Formal verification and generalized simulation 
For dependable systems (>certification)
• Based on 
Strong academic & industrial assets (Dependability, HOOD, RT/RT, SCADE, 
REQTIFY, etc.)
An extensive cooperation between industry, research and (IERSET, 
CNRT-AE, RIS, etc.)
Standards, existing or to be develop (DO-178, etc.)
An « open source » approach
• Several projects (TOPCASED, ES_PASS, GENEAUTO, etc.)
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TOPCASED Project Perimeter
• Requirements to code/implementation phases
Requirements
Design
Coding
Integration
Validation
UML 
AADL 
...
Generating
Managing
Mo
del
ing
Imp
leme
ntin
g
Verifying/Testing
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TOPCASED Partnerships
Industries SMEs
Laboratories
School/Universities
Turbomeca
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OPEES
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